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Orbitales du Cobalt mises en jeu

a1g

eg

3d

e′g
t2g

∼ 2 eV

∆ = 3D ≈ 300 meV

one-site effective parameters such as the cobalt 3d energy
splitting due to the ligand field. This orbital splitting is renor-
malized by the correlation effects within the 3d shell as well
as by the screening effects due to the virtual excitations. The
second type of calculations aimed at determining the Co-Co
interactions, transfer between the different 3d, former t2g,
orbitals as well as the effective exchange integrals.

A. The effective on-site 3d energy splitting

Calculations with a formal Co4+ cation were performed on
the embedded CoO6 cluster. Figure 2 shows the Co atomic
orbitals. Figure 3 reports the first excitation energies and the
dominant term of the associated wave functions.

One sees immediately that the a1g orbital is a 3dc2−r2 or-
bital in the a, b, c crystallographic axes. As stated in many
papers it can be written in as

dc2−r2 = �dxy + dxz + dyz�/�3

if x,y,z are the Co-O nearly orthogonal directions of the
CoO6 octahedron. As expected the three low energy orbitals
are pointing between the oxygen atoms, while the high en-
ergy ones are directed toward the ligands. Another important
point to notice is the amount of Co�3d�-O�2p� hybridization
in the cobalt orbitals. Indeed, while the two eg� orbitals do not
present noticeable delocalization on the neighboring oxygen
ligands, the a1g orbital exhibits some mixing with the oxygen
2pz orbitals—namely about 2 /3 Co�3d� and 1/3 O�2p�—and
the two eg orbitals are strongly hybridized with the oxygen
2p with for the two eg about 55% Co�3d� and 42% on the
O�2p�.

Figure 3 shows us that in the ground state, the hole is
located on the a1g orbital, which is destabilized compared to
the eg�. Figure 4 pictures this result as the effective ligand
field splitting associated with the trigonal distortion. This
result is in agreement with the finding of the different DFT
ab initio calculations. It, however, disagrees with the ligand
field analysis of Ref. 5 It is well-known that when the trans-
fer �overlap� between a 3d metal orbital and the occupied
ligand orbitals increases, the metal 3d orbital is destabilized.
This can be seen in a simple tight binding picture between a
metal 3d and ligand 2p orbitals. At the second order of per-
turbation, the metal 3d orbital is destabilized by the quantity
t2 / ��d−�p� while the ligand 2p orbital is stabilized by the
same value, due to their hybridization. This is presently the
case, since the apex oxygens approach the cobalt plane in the
distorted tetrahedron, and thus the overlap between the a1g
cobalt orbital and the oxygen 2p orbitals is slightly aug-
mented. The computed resulting effective orbital energy
splitting is of the order of 300 meV as can be seen in Fig. 3,
that is in global agreement with—even if somewhat larger

FIG. 2. �Color online� �a� Co4+ orbitals in the
Na0.35CoO2·1.3H2O compound. �b� Label of the different atoms.
The c axis is orthogonal to the figure plane.

FIG. 3. Schematic representation of the ground and first excited
states of the Co4+ ions in the Na0.35CoO2·1.3H2O compound and
corresponding excitation energies.

FIG. 4. �Color online� Schematic representation of the trigonal
distortion ligand field splitting as found from the ab initio correlated
calculations. Angles in the distorted structure correspond to the
atomic positions given in Ref. 1

AB INITIO EVALUATION OF THE LOCAL EFFECTIVE… PHYSICAL REVIEW B 74, 184507 �2006�

184507-3

Octaèdre de O (champ cristallin)
+ déformation rhomboèdrique :
5 niveaux 3d → e′g,a1g,eg
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Calculs ab-initio LDA en désaccord avec l’expérience

Calculs LDA Singh, PRB 61 13397 (2000) ; Lee et al., PRB 70 045404 (2004)

like the standard assumption being made so far,x=1/3 is a
multibandsag+eg8d system(within LDA, whether ferromag-
netic or paramagnetic). Attempts using LDA to obtain self-
consistent charge disproportionated states, or AFM spin or-
dering, always converged to the FM or nonmagnetic
solution.

Fermiology. Suspecting from theS=1/2 spins and the
two-dimensionality that quantum fluctuation is an important
aspect of this system, it is possible that thex=1/3 system is
a “fluctuation-induced paramagnet” due to the lack of ac-
count of fluctuations in the electronic structure calculations.
Whatever the underlying reason, a page can be taken from
the highTc cuprate chapter of materials physics that, even in
the presence of considerable correlation effects, in the mag-
netically disordered metallic phase the paramagnetic Fermi
surface(FS) will emerge. The lack of any observed magnetic

behavior in thex<0.3 region reinforces this expectation.
In Fig. 5 we show thex=1/3 LDA FS, which is similar

to thex=0.5 one shown by Singh.43 A large G-centered hole
cylinder(mean radiusKF) shows some flattening perpendicu-
lar to the G−K direction, this cylinder holds
0.43ag holes/Co. In addition, there are six additional, prima-
rily eg8 in character, hole cylinders lying along theG-K direc-
tions, containing 0.04 holes in each of the six small cylinders
(radiuskF). The total is the 0.67 holes necessary to account
for the x=0.33 electron count. This FS geometry leads to
several important phase space features. There are the nesting
wave vectors that translate one of the small cylinders into
another, giving three distinct intercylinder nesting vectors as
illustrated in Fig. 5. If these cylinders were circular, these
vectors would represent strong nesting vectors for charge- or
spin-density waves. In addition, the susceptibility forQ
ø2kF intrasurface scattering processes is constant in two
dimensions.67 The calculated cylinders have an eccentricity
of 1.25, weakening these nesting features somewhat. There
are in addition the corresponding processes withQø2KF of
the large cylinder.

IV. INCLUSION OF CORRELATION EFFECTS

Despite the feature of the LDA+U method that it drives
local orbital occupations to integral occupancy(as U in-
creases), to our knowledge it has never been used to study
the question of charge disproportionation. In this section we
show that moderate values ofU lead to CD at bothx=1/3
andx=2/3. For thetriangular lattice, threefold expanded su-
percells(Î33Î3, see Sec. II) are convenient, andx=1/3 lies
very close to the superconducting composition whilex
=2/3 is representative of thex.0.5 region that shows cor-
related behavior.64

LDA+U magnetic structure and energies. The behavior of
the LDA+U results(Co moments and the energy gap) versus
U was first studied forx=1/3 (on-site exchange was kept
fixed at the conventional value of 1 eV asU was varied).
The dependence of the magnetic moment and band gap onU
for FM ordering is shown in the left panel of Fig. 6. For

FIG. 5. Fermi surface for(virtual crystal) NxCO, x=0.30, in the
two-dimensional Brillouin zone. The large cylinder containsag

holes, whereas the six small cylinders contain holes that are prima-
rily eg8-like.

FIG. 6. Effect of the intra-
atomic repulsionU on the mag-
netic moment(left axis) and en-
ergy gap(right axis) of the Co1
and Co2 ions in the supercell. Left
panel: result for ferromagnetic or-
der. Changes in the magnetic mo-
ments, indicating disproportion-
ation to formal charge states Co3+

and Co4+, begins atUc=3 eV. The
opening of the gap(half metallic
to insulating) occurs simulta-
neously atUc. Right panel: results
for antiferromagnetic order. Al-
ready forUc=1 eV, the Co4+ mo-
ment is large(the Co3+ moment is
zero by symmetry) whereas the
gap is just beginning to open.

CHARGE DISPROPORTIONATION AND SPIN ORDERING… PHYSICAL REVIEW B 70, 045104(2004)

045104-5

III. BAND STRUCTURE AND FERMIOLOGY

The paramagnetic band structure is shown in Fig. 1. The
corresponding electronic density of states~DOS! is shown in
Fig. 2. The O 2p bands extend from approximately27 eV
to 22 eV, relative to the Fermi energy,EF . They are
cleanly separated from the transition metald bands, which
lie above. The Cod–O p hybridization is weak, as in
LiV 2O4. The Cod bands are crystal field split as usual in the
octahedral O environment into a lower lyingt2g and an up-
per lying eg manifold, separated by approximately 2.5 eV.
Again, there is a clean gap between the manifolds due to the
narrow bandwidths. Thet2g width is 1.6 eV and theeg width
is 1.2 eV.EF is in the top of thet2g manifold, 0.22 eV below
the band edge, corresponding to 0.5 holes per Co ion~1 hole
per unit cell!.

In the following, I focus exclusively on thet2g manifold
as these are the only states that are likely to play a role in the
low energy properties. There have not to date been detailed
photoemission studies of NaCo2O4 but trends for other octa-
hedrally coordinated 3d transition metal compounds~i.e., U
estimated from photoemission satellite positions as the
atomic number and ionicity are varied! would suggest an
effective on-site HubbardU of 5–8 eV. As noted, this mani-
fold of t2g states is quite narrow, and in particular it is in the
regime W!U with any plausibleU. Nonetheless, since
NaCo2O4 is known to be metallic, and apparently is not
magnetically ordered, we discuss the electronic structure be-
ginning with the LDA bands. This is in analogy with discus-
sions of properties of metallic high-Tc superconducting
phases, starting with LDA band structures.24

The six bands comprising thet2g manifold in NaCo2O4
are further split in the rhombohedral crystal field into two
a1g and foureg bands~denotedeg8 in the following to distin-
guish them from the higher lyingeg manifold!. The amount
of splitting is sensitive to the rhombohedral distortion of the
O octahedra. Although thea1g and eg8 overlap, and mix to
some extent, these states are roughly separated in energy by
the rhombohedral crystal field. In this respect, NaCo2O4 dif-
fers from LiV2O4, where thea1g andeg8 bands overlap, pro-
viding ‘‘light’’ and ‘‘heavy’’ carriers at EF . In NaCo2O4 the
states at the top of thet2g manifold whereEF sits have
dominanta1g character. In particular, the large cylindrical
hole Fermi surfaces~see Fig. 3! around theG-A line have
dominant a1g character, while the small holelike sections
centered about 2/3 of the way out on theG-K and A-H di-
rections have mixeda1g and eg8 character. The large Fermi
surface sections are flattened along theG-K directions. This
reflects the fact that the hopping that gives rise to the disper-
sion of thea1g derived bands is via the Opz orbitals, while
direct a1g-a1g hopping is small, as might be expected from
the Co-Co distance. This means that the bandwidth and band
structure nearEF will be sensitive to the O height, which
provides a possibility for rationalizing the differences be-
tween NaCo2O4 and KCo2O4. The nesting vector connecting
the flattened parts of the large section is~4

5! K. It would be
interesting to look experimentally for spin and/or charge
fluctuations around this point, especially for spin fluctuations
using neutron scattering.

As in the high-Tc layered cuprates, the band structure
shows very littlec-axis dispersion. This is evident by noting

the band dispersions along theG-A line as well as the sizes
of the bonding-antibonding splittings induced in the bands
due to the interaction of the two CoO2 sheets in the unit cell.
These are zero in theA-L-H plane and maximal in theG-M -
K basal plane. Also, thec-axis dispersion ofa1g derived
states is higher than that ofeg8 derived states, as thea1g states
are directed along thec axis and mix with combinations of O
2p states that are also directed alongc. However, it should
be emphasized that nearEF these are weak effects. The
c-axis Fermi velocity is calculated as 2.33106 cm/s to be
compared with the in-plane value of 6.63106 cm/s. If the
effective scattering timest for a-axis andc-axis transport
were the same, this would yield a resistivity anisotropy of 8.
Experimentally, the single crystal anisotropy is far higher,
;100 with substantialT dependence. This could be a result
of effects of scattering due to Na disorder, which would tend
to make thec-axis transport less coherent or even localized.

FIG. 3. LDA Fermi surfaces of NaCo2O4 in thekz50 ~top! and
kz50.5 ~bottom! planes.

PRB 61 13 399ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE OF NaCo2O4
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Calculs ab-initio LDA en désaccord avec l’expérience

Mesures de photoémission ARPES
Yang et al., PRL 95 146401 (2005)

partial FS contours over two BZs are extracted from the
five long cuts shown above. We also note that the low-
energy band is further renormalized due to a strong ‘‘kink’’
in the dispersion observed at the energy scale of 70–
100 meV [see Figs. 3(b)–3(d)]. The behavior of this kink
and the relationship to the well-known kink in the disper-
sion observed in high-Tc cuprates [14–17] will be dis-
cussed in a separate publication.

The FS we observed, as shown in Fig. 3(g), corresponds
to the large a1g FS centered at � predicted by the LDA
calculation [6]. However, the six small FS pockets associ-
ated with the e0g band predicted by the LDA are not present
in our measurements for the entire range of 0:3 � x �
0:72. Instead, we observed a broad peak that approaches
but never reaches EF near the K points, as indicated by the
black triangles in Fig. 4(a). In addition, we observed two
more dispersive features. The one indicated by the green
triangles belongs to the a1g band, and the other indicated
by the blue triangles is assigned to the other e0g band. The
reason that the intensity of the a1g band is much weaker in
Fig. 4 than in Fig. 3 is that different photon energies were
used in the two measurements. While we used 100 eV
photons in Fig. 3 to enhance the Co-3d character, we found
that the e0g band near the K points is greatly enhanced at
lower photon energies (30 eV in Fig. 4). This suggests a
stronger mixing of O-2p character in the e0g bands since the
O p orbitals are more sensitive to the low-energy photons
[10,18].

The broad e0g bands can be observed more clearly in the
SDI plot, as shown in Fig. 4(c). In comparison, the mea-
sured dispersions are reminiscent of the e0g bands calcu-
lated by the LDA [6,7], as shown in Fig. 4(d). However,
important differences exist: (1) the measured bandwidth is
narrower than the calculated one; (2) the upper branch of
e0g bands does not cross the Fermi level—the predicted FS
pockets ‘‘sink’’ below EF. More significantly, this ‘‘sink-
ing’’ pocket does not have doping dependence for its band
top, as shown in Fig. 4(d), while the band bottom shifts

with doping (�100 meV shift between x � 0:3 and x �
0:48). This behavior reminds us of the leading-edge prop-
erty associated with the opening of an energy gap at the FS.
However, we did not observe any clear change of the
leading-edge shift ��100 meV� for temperatures up to
250 K, as shown in Fig. 4(b).

We summarize our ARPES results on the FS evolution in
NaxCoO2 in Fig. 5. We have measured many samples and
obtained well-reproducible results over a wide range of Na
concentrations. Figures 5(a)–5(c) show three examples of
the measured FS for x � 0:3, 0.48, and 0.72. Clearly, a
single hexagonal holelike FS, centered at the � point,
shrinks its size as x increases. A direct comparison of the
FS contours at the four doping levels, shown in Fig. 5(d),
provides more quantitative information on the FS evolu-
tion. All Fermi surfaces have a good hexagonal shape with
parallel FS edges that can be connected by a nesting vector
� ~Qn�. The magnitude of ~Qn is estimated to be �1:41; 1:40;
1:20; 1:18 �A	1 ��0:1 �A	1� for x � 0:3; 0:48; 0:6; 0:72.
Interestingly, these values are close to the reciprocal lattice
vectors �K �1:47 �A	1� and �M �1:28 �A	1�. In particular,
the FS at x � 0:3 is observed to almost coincide with the
reconstructed BZ of

���

3
p

by
���

3
p

charge ordering, suggesting
possible strong charge fluctuations at this Na concentra-
tion. Interestingly, the latter was proposed as a driving
force for superconductivity in the hydrated material [19].
From Fig. 5(d), we derive the carrier density from the FS
area which we call the ‘‘effective Na concentration’’ x0 �
1–2AFS=ABZ, where AFS is the area enclosed by the 2D FS,

FIG. 4 (color). Sinking pockets near the K points. (a) EDCs of
Na0:3CoO2 along �-K measured using 30 eV photons. Triangular
markers are the guides for the band dispersion. (b) Temperature
dependence of the EDC at the top of sinking pockets. (c) SDI
plot for the same measurement. Red dashed lines, representing
the triangular markers in panel (a), are the guides for the
dispersion. (d) A comparison of the measured e0g bands at x �
0:3 (red solid lines), 0.48 (blue solid lines), and 0.72 (black dots),
to the LDA calculation [7] (black dashed lines).

FIG. 3 (color). An example of the FS mapping on Na0:48CoO2.
(a) Representative EDCs within the red box in panel (b). (b)–
(f) E-k intensity plots along the long cuts indicated by the yellow
solid lines in panel (g) where FS contours obtained from the
intensity at EF, and BZ boundaries (thin red hexagons), are
plotted. White dashed lines are the guides for the FSs.

PRL 95, 146401 (2005) P H Y S I C A L R E V I E W L E T T E R S week ending
30 SEPTEMBER 2005

146401-3

Seulement le lobe a1g , qui contient le bon nombre de trous

“Sinking-pockets” : le haut de la bande e′g reste sous εF
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Faire disparaı̂tre les poches de la LDA

LDA + corrélations : fit LDA→ modèle de Hubbard

Gutzwiller (U→ ∞)
Zhou et al., PRL 94 206401 (2005)

DMFT à x = 0.3
Ishida et al., PRL 94 196401 (2005) ;

Perroni et al., PRB 75 045125 (2007)

zone. The eg� Fermi surface pockets are associated with the
flat bands reaching just above EF along �K. The maximum
of this band is shifted down, but the crossing of EF occurs
slightly farther away from the maximum, leading to a weak
enlargement of the hole pocket. Conversely, the diameter of
the large ag pocket centered at � is slightly reduced.

These results demonstrate that, although local correlation
effects induce band narrowing and broadening, they do not
alter the basic dispersion of the t2g bands of Na0.3CoO2. In
particular, it does not seem possible to interpret these bands
in terms of a single-band model, with a flat ag band limited
to within a very narrow energy range near EF.23,37,38

Although the consistent description of correlation effects
via ED and QMC/DMFT is encouraging, we point out that
both schemes so far focus on single-site correlations and ig-
nore spatial fluctuations. At present it is not known how im-
portant these effects might be in a hexagonal planar lattice
geometry and whether they might modify the topology of the
Fermi surface. In view of the small size of the eg� hole pock-
ets, related to the fact that these bands reach only about
100 meV above the Fermi level, this problem should be in-
vestigated, for instance, via a suitable cluster extension of the
present single-site DMFT treatments. The momentum varia-
tion of the subband self-energies in Na0.3CoO2 is currently
under investigation and will be discussed in a future
publication.39

IV. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

We have applied ED/DMFT to investigate the correlation
induced charge transfer between the t2g bands in Na0.3CoO2.

Since previous QMC/DMFT studies of this problem were
limited to Ising exchange the role of full Hund’s coupling
had remained unresolved. The ED calculations show that the
charge transfer follows the same trend for both Hund and
Ising exchange: The eg� bands donate some of their charge to
the ag bands, i.e., the eg� Fermi surface hole pockets are
slightly enlarged. These ED results fully confirm the trend
obtained previously within single-site QMC/DMFT for Ising
exchange. Thus, local Coulomb correlations cannot explain
the absence of these pockets from the ARPES data.

The results presented in this paper suggest that ED/DMFT
is a useful method for the study of strongly correlated three-
band systems. By exploiting the sparseness of the impurity
Hamiltonian the cluster size ns=12 can now be investigated,
without loss of accuracy, with about the same computational
effort as ns=8 using full diagonalization. The large cluster
size ensures that the level spacing among excited states is
very small, so that finite-size effects are greatly reduced.

With this improvement, ED/DMFT can now be regarded
as complementary to QMC/DMFT. We point out, however,
that in comparison to standard QMC/DMFT based on the
Hirsch-Fye algorithm, the ED/DMFT approach is free of
sign problems. Thus, complete Hund exchange and large on-
site Coulomb interactions can be treated. In addition, very
low temperatures can be reached. In principle, results for T
→0 can also be generated within ED/DMFT. This limiting
region, however, requires special care since certain system
properties might be sensitive to remaining finite-size effects
even for ns=12.

We have also demonstrated that ED/DMFT provides con-
tinuous quasiparticle spectra and self-energies of the ex-
tended solid at real frequencies. Moreover, by considering
the self-energy as the principal quantity derived within
DMFT, a clear separation of single-electron and many-body
aspects in spectral distributions can be achieved.

In the future it should be valuable to apply ED/DMFT to
other multiband materials that have so far been studied only
within Ising exchange and QMC/DMFT, but where full
Hund’s coupling is crucial. Also, by exploiting the fact that
the present scheme can easily be parallelized, much larger
cluster sizes are feasible. This opens the path for the study of
various other material properties, including nonlocal effects.
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FIG. 7. �Color online� Broadened �red� distributions: dispersion
of quasiparticle bands of Na0.3CoO2 along M� and �K for T
=10 meV. Solid �black� curves: LDA bands derived from H�k�.
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⇒ Contradiction, poches
présentes si on ne fait pas
d’approximation brutale
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like the standard assumption being made so far,x=1/3 is a
multibandsag+eg8d system(within LDA, whether ferromag-
netic or paramagnetic). Attempts using LDA to obtain self-
consistent charge disproportionated states, or AFM spin or-
dering, always converged to the FM or nonmagnetic
solution.

Fermiology. Suspecting from theS=1/2 spins and the
two-dimensionality that quantum fluctuation is an important
aspect of this system, it is possible that thex=1/3 system is
a “fluctuation-induced paramagnet” due to the lack of ac-
count of fluctuations in the electronic structure calculations.
Whatever the underlying reason, a page can be taken from
the highTc cuprate chapter of materials physics that, even in
the presence of considerable correlation effects, in the mag-
netically disordered metallic phase the paramagnetic Fermi
surface(FS) will emerge. The lack of any observed magnetic

behavior in thex<0.3 region reinforces this expectation.
In Fig. 5 we show thex=1/3 LDA FS, which is similar

to thex=0.5 one shown by Singh.43 A large G-centered hole
cylinder(mean radiusKF) shows some flattening perpendicu-
lar to the G−K direction, this cylinder holds
0.43ag holes/Co. In addition, there are six additional, prima-
rily eg8 in character, hole cylinders lying along theG-K direc-
tions, containing 0.04 holes in each of the six small cylinders
(radiuskF). The total is the 0.67 holes necessary to account
for the x=0.33 electron count. This FS geometry leads to
several important phase space features. There are the nesting
wave vectors that translate one of the small cylinders into
another, giving three distinct intercylinder nesting vectors as
illustrated in Fig. 5. If these cylinders were circular, these
vectors would represent strong nesting vectors for charge- or
spin-density waves. In addition, the susceptibility forQ
ø2kF intrasurface scattering processes is constant in two
dimensions.67 The calculated cylinders have an eccentricity
of 1.25, weakening these nesting features somewhat. There
are in addition the corresponding processes withQø2KF of
the large cylinder.

IV. INCLUSION OF CORRELATION EFFECTS

Despite the feature of the LDA+U method that it drives
local orbital occupations to integral occupancy(as U in-
creases), to our knowledge it has never been used to study
the question of charge disproportionation. In this section we
show that moderate values ofU lead to CD at bothx=1/3
andx=2/3. For thetriangular lattice, threefold expanded su-
percells(Î33Î3, see Sec. II) are convenient, andx=1/3 lies
very close to the superconducting composition whilex
=2/3 is representative of thex.0.5 region that shows cor-
related behavior.64

LDA+U magnetic structure and energies. The behavior of
the LDA+U results(Co moments and the energy gap) versus
U was first studied forx=1/3 (on-site exchange was kept
fixed at the conventional value of 1 eV asU was varied).
The dependence of the magnetic moment and band gap onU
for FM ordering is shown in the left panel of Fig. 6. For

FIG. 5. Fermi surface for(virtual crystal) NxCO, x=0.30, in the
two-dimensional Brillouin zone. The large cylinder containsag

holes, whereas the six small cylinders contain holes that are prima-
rily eg8-like.

FIG. 6. Effect of the intra-
atomic repulsionU on the mag-
netic moment(left axis) and en-
ergy gap(right axis) of the Co1
and Co2 ions in the supercell. Left
panel: result for ferromagnetic or-
der. Changes in the magnetic mo-
ments, indicating disproportion-
ation to formal charge states Co3+

and Co4+, begins atUc=3 eV. The
opening of the gap(half metallic
to insulating) occurs simulta-
neously atUc. Right panel: results
for antiferromagnetic order. Al-
ready forUc=1 eV, the Co4+ mo-
ment is large(the Co3+ moment is
zero by symmetry) whereas the
gap is just beginning to open.

CHARGE DISPROPORTIONATION AND SPIN ORDERING… PHYSICAL REVIEW B 70, 045104(2004)

045104-5

→?→
Pour faire disparaı̂tre les poches :

Désordre du Na, mais invalidé par l’ARPES
Singh et al., PRL 97 016404 (2006), Qian et al., PRL 97 186405 (2006)

Corrélations, mais résultats contradictoires et poches présentes
pour les calculs “réalistes”

La LDA : un mauvais point de départ ?

Les calculs L(S)DA donnent des poches dans la direction ΓK et
un mauvais état fondamental.
En incluant les corrélations, ces problèmes ne sont pas résolus.
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Modèle effectif

Point de départ : image atomique

Modèle à 3 bandes, les 3 orbitales t2g du Co (e′g et a1g)

Arguments géométriques sur l’orientation des orbitales
3d des Co et 2p des O dans le cristal
Koshibae et al., PRL 91 257003 (2003)

Transferts directs Co–Co et indirects Co–O–Co

Forte covalence Co–O

Champ cristallin des O (et effet Jahn-Teller)

Répulsion coulombienne sur site
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Transferts directs Co–Co

Tous les transferts 3d → 3d ne
sont pas autorisés.
On part d’une 3dyz :

Transfert possible→ 3dyz

Orbitales 3d inaccessibles

x y

z
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Transferts directs Co–Co

Les sites accessibles
par transferts successifs
d’un porteur d’une orbitale donnée
forment une chaı̂ne linéaire

Transfert direct uniquement intra-orbital (ex. yz→ yz)

3 sous réseaux de chaı̂nes linéaires parallèles
(1 par orbitale t2g), indépendants et à 120 ˚
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Transferts indirects Co–O–Co

Tous les transferts 3d → 2p→ 3d
ne sont pas autorisés.
On part d’une 3dyz :

Transfert possible
3dyz → 2pz → 3dzx

Co inaccessible (aucune
orbitale 3d n’a de
recouvrement avec les
précédentes) x y

z
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Transferts indirects Co–O–Co

Les sites accessibles
par transferts successifs
d’un porteur d’une orbitale donnée
forment un réseau Kagomé

Transfert indirect uniquement inter-orbital (ex. yz→ zx)

4 sous réseaux Kagomés emboı̂tés (sur un site donné,
1 par orbitale t2g + 1 “vide”)
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Hamiltonien pour des trous

Dans la base {dxy ,dyz ,dzx} on a pour des trous (n = 1− x)

H = ∑
k

∑
α,α′,σ

(
εαα′(k)+ε

′
αα′(k)+Dαα′

)
h†

kασ
hkα′σ +∑

k
∑
α,σ
6=α′,σ′

Uσσ′
αα′nkασnkα′σ′

εαα′(k) =−2t

 0 cosθ3(k) cosθ2(k)
cosθ3(k) 0 cosθ1(k)
cosθ2(k) cosθ1(k) 0

 (indirect)

ε
′
αα′(k) = 2t ′

cosθ1(k) 0 0
0 cosθ2(k) 0
0 0 cosθ3(k)

 (direct)

Dαα′ =−D

0 1 1
1 0 1
1 1 0

 (champ cristallin)
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Valeur des paramètres

H = ∑
k

∑
α,α′,σ

(
εαα′(k)+ε

′
αα′(k)+Dαα′

)
h†

kασ
hkα′σ +∑

k
∑
α,σ
6=α′,σ′

Uσσ′
αα′nkασnkα′σ′

Valeurs utilisées dans le modèle
t = 100 meV T. Kroll, thèse de doctorat et communication privée

t ′ = 20 meV estimation

D = 105 meV ∼ t Landron et al., PRB 74 184507 (2006)

Pas de modèle à 1 bande a1g seulement

Uσσ′
αα′ = 0.9−1.7 eV � t A.A. Aligia et A.B.

Fortes corrélations
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Modèle effectif : limite des très fortes corrélations

Approximation U→ ∞ (car U� t, t ′,D), à T = 0

On néglige la double occupation (pour des trous, n = 1− x ≤ 1)

Méthode du boson esclave en champ moyen :
renormalisation des transferts et des potentiels sur site

tαα′ →
√

qαqα′ tαα′

qα =
x

1−〈nα〉
3D→ 3D + (λe′g −λa1g )

λα =
1

1−
√
〈nα〉 ∑

k ,α′
tαα′(k)

√
qαqα′〈h†

kα
hkα′〉

A.B. et al., PRB 75 174518 (2007)
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Modèle effectif : limite des très fortes corrélations

Résultats (surfaces de Fermi) : seulement le lobe central

x=0.30

M K

Γ

x=0.30

M K

Γ

x=0.50

M K

Γ

x=0.50

M K

Γ

x=0.70

M K

Γ

x=0.70

M K

Γ
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Modèle effectif : limite des très fortes corrélations

Résultats (structure de bandes) :
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partial FS contours over two BZs are extracted from the
five long cuts shown above. We also note that the low-
energy band is further renormalized due to a strong ‘‘kink’’
in the dispersion observed at the energy scale of 70–
100 meV [see Figs. 3(b)–3(d)]. The behavior of this kink
and the relationship to the well-known kink in the disper-
sion observed in high-Tc cuprates [14–17] will be dis-
cussed in a separate publication.

The FS we observed, as shown in Fig. 3(g), corresponds
to the large a1g FS centered at � predicted by the LDA
calculation [6]. However, the six small FS pockets associ-
ated with the e0g band predicted by the LDA are not present
in our measurements for the entire range of 0:3 � x �
0:72. Instead, we observed a broad peak that approaches
but never reaches EF near the K points, as indicated by the
black triangles in Fig. 4(a). In addition, we observed two
more dispersive features. The one indicated by the green
triangles belongs to the a1g band, and the other indicated
by the blue triangles is assigned to the other e0g band. The
reason that the intensity of the a1g band is much weaker in
Fig. 4 than in Fig. 3 is that different photon energies were
used in the two measurements. While we used 100 eV
photons in Fig. 3 to enhance the Co-3d character, we found
that the e0g band near the K points is greatly enhanced at
lower photon energies (30 eV in Fig. 4). This suggests a
stronger mixing of O-2p character in the e0g bands since the
O p orbitals are more sensitive to the low-energy photons
[10,18].

The broad e0g bands can be observed more clearly in the
SDI plot, as shown in Fig. 4(c). In comparison, the mea-
sured dispersions are reminiscent of the e0g bands calcu-
lated by the LDA [6,7], as shown in Fig. 4(d). However,
important differences exist: (1) the measured bandwidth is
narrower than the calculated one; (2) the upper branch of
e0g bands does not cross the Fermi level—the predicted FS
pockets ‘‘sink’’ below EF. More significantly, this ‘‘sink-
ing’’ pocket does not have doping dependence for its band
top, as shown in Fig. 4(d), while the band bottom shifts

with doping (�100 meV shift between x � 0:3 and x �
0:48). This behavior reminds us of the leading-edge prop-
erty associated with the opening of an energy gap at the FS.
However, we did not observe any clear change of the
leading-edge shift ��100 meV� for temperatures up to
250 K, as shown in Fig. 4(b).

We summarize our ARPES results on the FS evolution in
NaxCoO2 in Fig. 5. We have measured many samples and
obtained well-reproducible results over a wide range of Na
concentrations. Figures 5(a)–5(c) show three examples of
the measured FS for x � 0:3, 0.48, and 0.72. Clearly, a
single hexagonal holelike FS, centered at the � point,
shrinks its size as x increases. A direct comparison of the
FS contours at the four doping levels, shown in Fig. 5(d),
provides more quantitative information on the FS evolu-
tion. All Fermi surfaces have a good hexagonal shape with
parallel FS edges that can be connected by a nesting vector
� ~Qn�. The magnitude of ~Qn is estimated to be �1:41; 1:40;
1:20; 1:18 �A	1 ��0:1 �A	1� for x � 0:3; 0:48; 0:6; 0:72.
Interestingly, these values are close to the reciprocal lattice
vectors �K �1:47 �A	1� and �M �1:28 �A	1�. In particular,
the FS at x � 0:3 is observed to almost coincide with the
reconstructed BZ of

���

3
p

by
���

3
p

charge ordering, suggesting
possible strong charge fluctuations at this Na concentra-
tion. Interestingly, the latter was proposed as a driving
force for superconductivity in the hydrated material [19].
From Fig. 5(d), we derive the carrier density from the FS
area which we call the ‘‘effective Na concentration’’ x0 �
1–2AFS=ABZ, where AFS is the area enclosed by the 2D FS,

FIG. 4 (color). Sinking pockets near the K points. (a) EDCs of
Na0:3CoO2 along �-K measured using 30 eV photons. Triangular
markers are the guides for the band dispersion. (b) Temperature
dependence of the EDC at the top of sinking pockets. (c) SDI
plot for the same measurement. Red dashed lines, representing
the triangular markers in panel (a), are the guides for the
dispersion. (d) A comparison of the measured e0g bands at x �
0:3 (red solid lines), 0.48 (blue solid lines), and 0.72 (black dots),
to the LDA calculation [7] (black dashed lines).

FIG. 3 (color). An example of the FS mapping on Na0:48CoO2.
(a) Representative EDCs within the red box in panel (b). (b)–
(f) E-k intensity plots along the long cuts indicated by the yellow
solid lines in panel (g) where FS contours obtained from the
intensity at EF, and BZ boundaries (thin red hexagons), are
plotted. White dashed lines are the guides for the FSs.

PRL 95, 146401 (2005) P H Y S I C A L R E V I E W L E T T E R S week ending
30 SEPTEMBER 2005

146401-3
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Modèle effectif : limite des très fortes corrélations
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Compatibles avec l’ARPES : pas de poches périphériques

Forte renormalisation par rapport à la LDA (surtout à x faible)

largeur de bande : W ∼ 0.6 eV pour x = 0.3 (W(LDA) ∼ 1.4 eV)
vitesse de Fermi : vF ∼ 0.25 eV.Å pour x = 0.3 (vF(LDA) ∼ 1 eV.Å)

Aller plus loin que le boson esclave ?

U→ ∞ : pas d’effet des interactions inter-orbitales

Renormalisation q↗ quand x ↘
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Principe de la DMFT

Réécriture du Hamiltonien :
site isolé couplé à un bain

Problème d’impureté :
Monte Carlo Quantique

Traitement analytique :
Im(G(ω))≡ ARPES

Georges et al., RMP 68 13 (1996)

Kotliar et al., RMP 78 865 (2006)
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Modèle effectif : calcul DMFT à U fini, T ≈ 360 K

Résultats (surfaces de Fermi) : seulement le lobe central
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Modèle effectif : calcul DMFT à U fini, T ≈ 360 K

Résultats (structure de bandes) :

Spectre total (x = 0.3)
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Projection a1g seulement (x = 0.3)
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Spectre dispersif + plusieurs bandes de Hubbard (plusieurs Uαα′ )
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Modèle effectif : calcul DMFT à U fini, T ≈ 360 K

Résultats (“sinking pockets”) :

Spectre total (x = 0.7)
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Modèle effectif : calcul DMFT à U fini, T ≈ 360 K

Résultats (“sinking pockets”) :

Spectre total (x = 0.3)
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Modèle effectif : calcul DMFT à U fini, T ≈ 360 K

Résultats (“sinking pockets”) :

Spectre total (x = 0.3)
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Modèle effectif : calcul DMFT à U fini, T ≈ 360 K

Bandes à U = 0 :
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Origine des “sinking pockets”

Faibles dopages :
bandes de Hubbard e′g
Forts dopages :
bandes dispersives e′g
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Conclusions, perspectives

Modèle effectif pour les Cobaltates NaxCoO2

Modèle “naturel” à partir des orbitales et de leur géométrie

Limite U→ ∞ (boson esclave) et calcul réaliste DMFT :
surface de Fermi avec un lobe central et pas de poches selon ΓK,
vitesses de Fermi vF ≈ 0.4±0.1 eV.Å, “sinking pockets”
⇒ bon accord avec l’ARPES

L’absence de poches e′g selon ΓK n’est pas un effet de fortes
corrélations, mais est liée à la structure du Hamiltonien
(importance du champ cristallin D)

Perpectives

Propriétés thermodynamiques
Comportement magnétique complexe, lié à la structure du réseau

Au delà de la phase uniforme ? (phases ordonnées pour x > 0.5)

Rôle du Na ?
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